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has been called a  

“fresh, diverse face and strong 
Conservative voice”  

as well as, the “zap the IL GOp’s  
cardio system needs”
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A bolD choice
Unlike his opponents, Rafael is not endorsed by the Republican 
Establishment who have jacked up your taxes, blown through your 
money and left the door open for more tax increases.  Instead, he’s 
gained the endorsements of the National Taxpayers United of Illinois 
and voters like you — who are fed up with Republicans who have 
voted along with Democrats to increase your taxes.  For more about 
Rafael, visit www.VoteRafael.com, friend him on  or follow him 
on @RafiRivadeneira

As the only candidate to sign the Americans for Tax Reform Taxpayer 
Protection Pledge, Rafael pledges to:

   Chop Taxes, Slash Spending and Shrink the Budget

    Fumigate Springfield and Eradicate Patronage by  
Enacting Transparent Policies

    Limit Politicians’ Power through Term Limits

✔
✔

✔

Rafael Rivadeneira — the Un-Candidate!
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enough is enough — No Tax Hikes!

Rafael Rivadeneira — the Un-Candidate!

To learn more visit —  
VoteRafael.com

These candidates and Party leaders 
call themselves fiscal conservatives?
Think again — Look at what they’ve 
done and pledged to the people of Illinois.

Brien Sheehan pledged to not increase 
just TWo taxes on this list.
Chris Nybo hasn’t pledged to oppose 
any tax increases — ZERo.
Dan Cronin voted to raise the sales tax 
to bail out the CTA.
Jim Edgar said it was “irresponsible” to 
take a tax increase off the table.

Rafael Rivadeneira pledged to oppose ANY and All tax increases.  No asterisks, no fine print, no kidding!

Endorsed by the 
National Taxpayers United of Illinois
Illinois’ Largest Taxpayer Protection Organization

For more about Rafael, visit www.VoteRafael.com, friend him on  or follow him on @RafiRivadeneira


